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MUSICAL MASTER BANGS DRUM FOR SOCIAL CHANGE 

 

 
 

Terri Lyne Carrington sees mentoring as essential for the art form… 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

ERIC MYERS 

American drummer Terri Lyne Carrington arrives for the Melbourne 

International Jazz Festival this week. It’s her third visit to Australia, and much 

anticipated by her growing army of fans. 

She brings with her, for the first time, her usual performing group, the five 

musicians who make up the oddly named sextet Social Science. It stands for the 

“scientific study of human society and social relationships”, says Carrington, 

who believes the name is perfectly apt. She’s an activist, working for social 

change. 

“I can’t really separate sexism and racism because I live every day as a black 

woman,” she says. “I’m trying to help create a new generation of people who 

won’t have to deal with the same issues my generation had to deal with.” 

Carrington recently became part of the collective We Have Voice, made up of 

14 prominent female musicians concerned with promoting safer workplaces in 

the performing arts. 

Its website includes a code of conduct that “promotes zero tolerance for 

harassment of any kind, including but not limited to sexual harassment and 

bullying”. 
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“I’m ready to see a time when we have jazz without patriarchy,” Carrington 

says, “and I feel that the only way things will really change is if men decided 

they would be in a more healthy, more creative, more sustainable environment 

if it were more balanced, and contributed to making that so. 

“Of course some do, but more men need to consciously mentor young women.” 

Carrington speaks from experience. Mentoring has been essential to her artistry 

through the years. Her mentors have included some of the most legendary 

figures in jazz: Jo Jones, Dizzy Gillespie, Roy Haynes, Jack DeJohnette, to 

name just a few. 

 

Carrington, with two of her mentors, trumpeter Clark Terry (above) and 

drummer Jack DeJohnette (below)… 
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“It’s an apprentice art form,” she says. “Everybody needs the benefit of being 

mentored to thrive.” 

Social Science offers an unusual innovation for a jazz ensemble, with the 

inclusion of Kassa Overall (MC/turntable). A drummer, DJ and rapper, Overall 

provides verbal messages, poetry, even recordings of speeches that are cut into 

the music. 

 

Kassa Overall:  a drummer, DJ and rapper… 

Carrington insists that featuring a DJ in a jazz group is far from an attempt by 

an old-fashioned musical form to catch up with more contemporary ideas. On 

the contrary, she says, “jazz is extremely contemporary, perhaps more 

contemporary than the others”. The inclusion of Overall is an attempt to connect 

with the current generation of listeners who appreciate that aesthetic. 

“We are just trying to be as creative as we can,” she says. “Social Science is a 

merger of styles, definitely jazz meets R&B, or rock or fusion.” 

A native of Boston, Carrington has had an intimate connection with its famous 

Berklee College of Music for 40 years. When she was 11 and already a card-

carrying professional drummer, she sat in with Canadian pianist Oscar Peterson 

at the 1976 Boston Globe Jazz Festival. The president of Berklee happened to 

be in the audience and offered her a scholarship on the spot. 

Fast forward to 2003: Berklee awarded her an honorary doctorate. Fast forward 

to today: Carrington, now in her early 50s, occupies a professorial position at 

the Berklee Global Jazz Institute as Zildjian chair in performance. 
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Carrington has been much awarded throughout her career, with her all-female 

album The Mosaic Project winning a Grammy for best jazz vocal album in 

2011. The dynamic vocalists on the album included Esperanza Spalding, Dianne 

Reeves, Dee Dee Bridgewater, Cassandra Wilson, Sheila E, Geri Allen and 

others. 

 

Two years later another Grammy came for Money Jungle: Provocative in Blue. 

This was a tribute to the classic 1962 album from Duke Ellington (piano), 

Charles Mingus (bass) and Max Roach (drums). With herself on drums, 

Christian McBride (bass) and Gerald Clayton (piano) plus horn players, 

Carrington did not imitate the 1962 album’s immortal music but captured its 

essence by re-imagining the music through her own contemporary vision.  For 

the first time in 56 years the Grammy for best jazz instrumental album went to a 

woman. 

Carrington says that every player in Social Science has “a different musical 

aesthetic that shines through”. But, other than herself, Aaron Parks (piano) and 

Matthew Stevens (guitar)  make up the core of the group.  

 

She describes Parks as “one of my favourite pianists of this era. He floats really 

well, he’s free and loose, but not to the point where his time suffers. He has a 

very unique style in that way. Melodically he understands all of the tradition – 

swing, bebop, post-bop, all that – but he’s also influenced by classical music 

and classical composers. If a piano player plays too much, it stifles the drums. I 

love Aaron for that; he knows how to leave space.” 
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Pianist Aaron Parks: he knows how to leave space… 

 

On Stevens: “I love Matthew’s playing because of the textures he creates. I fell 

in love with his playing when he was with Christian Scott. He’s not a cliché or 

lick player, which makes him different and appealing to me.” 

 

 
 

Guitarist Matt Stevens: not a cliché or lick player… 

 

Singer Débo Ray, who trained in chamber music and operatic-style vocal music, 

is “a perfect fit” for Social Science, says Carrington. “She’s an amazing vocalist 

who understands jazz and can do very complicated things with her voice. She’s 

very soulful at the same time, and so to me her voice merges the genres very 

well.” 
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Singer Débo Ray: a perfect fit for Social Science… 

 

The sextet is completed by Morgan Guerin (saxophone, bass, drums and electric 

wind instrument),  one of those musicians, says Carrington, who can pick up 

any instrument and play it.  

 

 
 

Multi-instrumentalist Morgan Guerin: one of those musicians who can pick up 

any instrument and play it… 
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Carrington was in Sydney in 2017, for the Sydney International Women’s Jazz 

Festival. “It was really nice”, she now says. “The presenters and organisation 

that brought me were amazing. I feel like jazz has its way of connecting people 

all over the globe. And it still amazes me sometimes how much people love the 

music. It’s not a commercial art form, so it’s really a smaller population that 

loves it, but it’s a strong population. And we feel like family, because we have 

the appreciation and love of jazz in common.” 

 

 
 

Terri Lyne Carrington: we feel like family, because we have the appreciation 

and love of jazz in common… 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Terri Lyne Carrington performs with Social Science at the Jazzlab, 

Melbourne, on Saturday and Sunday. As artist-in-residence in the jazz 

studies program at Monash University, she also will be performing with 

students at the Melbourne Recital Centre on June 5 and giving a public 

workshop with Social Science on June 4 from 10am. 

 


